
 

The Revenant full movie download in telugu kickass torrent is a 2015 American epic adventure film written, co-produced and directed by Alejandro G. Iñárritu. The movie is based on Michael Punke's 2002 novel of the same name set in 1823 about a fictional frontiersman named Hugh Glass, and follows his quest for survival and justice. The book also includes material from John Dunbar’s 1826
"Memoirs". The Revenant is played by Leonardo DiCaprio and written nominated screenplay by Mark L. Smith (revised), Alejandro G. Iñárritu (revised) and Arnon Milchan (original). The film stars Leonardo DiCaprio, Tom Hardy, Domhnall Gleeson with Will Poulter, Lukas Haas, Paul Anderson, Brendan Fletcher and Vladimir 'Furdo' Furdik. It is produced by Arnon Milchan, Steve Golin,
Alejandro G. Iñárritu and Mary Parent. The Revenant was released on 25 December 2015 in the U.S. by 20th Century Fox. It received critical acclaim for its performances (particularly DiCaprio's), direction, cinematography, editing and score. The film opened to positive reviews from critics with the intensity of the film being praised as well as the performances of DiCaprio and Hardy. The Revenant
grossed $327 million in box office revenue worldwide and it became Arnon Milchan's highest-grossing film at the time. In 1823, Hugh Glass (Leonardo DiCaprio), a fur trapper, is severely injured by a bear while his comrade John Fitzgerald (Tom Hardy) is killed. Before dying, Fitzgerald tells Glass to travel west to find relief for his injuries; Fitzgerald then dies of his wounds. While alone, Glass'
only companion within miles of civilization is another bear, which he kills. Unconsciousness, dehydration and starvation force him to venture into the wilderness again when he wakes up 12 days later with no food or water. In his deteriorated condition, Glass recalls the event of how he acquired his scars and survival techniques. In an attempt to find Fitzgerald's body, Glass' group of trappers is
ambushed by a war party of Native Americans. In a frenzied action, Glass kills a member who later mocks him at the funeral scene. When they realize that they have been betrayed by a local Ojibwe tribe led by Black Shawl (Will Poulter), the trappers begin to massacre them all. After denying their betrayal on behalf of his tribe, Black Shawl invites Glass to join him in his village where he will be
cared for and given water. Glass agrees and is taken to the Ojibwe village where he is treated with great hospitality. The trappers return to their encampment, where they fight over the possession of pelts they collected at the trading post. Henry (Forrest Goodluck), one of the trappers, kills one of his colleagues in anger after revealing that Fitzgerald stole his rifle and ammunition. After the remaining
trappers receive news of their comrade's death, they quickly abandon camp to attempt to reach Fort Kiowa where they would be safe under U.S. Army protection. While leaving, Henry proceeds to shoot Glass who is left for dead by his companions.
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